Abstract. Bearing vibration is affected by many factors, and the identification of its influencing factors belongs to the problem of poor information. It is difficult to draw a convincing conclusion by using a single method to analyze. In this paper, a new method is proposed based on the principle of qualitative fusion. The influencing factors of the bearing vibration are comprehensively analyzed by combining membership degree, close degree and gray correlation degree, and then the representative main influencing factors of bearing vibration are obtained.
Introduction
Bearing is an important component of modern machinery and equipment. Its main function is to support the mechanical rotation, reduce the friction coefficient during mechanical movement, and ensure the accuracy of mechanical rotation. Because of its special structure, bearing plays an irreplaceable role in the medical, military, aerospace, transportation and other industries [1] [2] [3] . With the progress of science and technology and the development of the times, the requirement of bearing quality is becoming higher and higher, and the vibration has become one of the main problems which restrict the quality of bearing products.
In order to improve the quality of bearing, people have done a lot of research. Shriniwas P. Chippa developed a new method to curve-fit relations of stiffness and damping coefficients of a single roller-to-race contact of lubricated roller bearings [4, 5] . Thapliyal P studied the influence of Cu nanofluids on the rolling contact fatigue life of bearing steel [6] . Tong V C investigated the characteristics of tapered roller bearings (TRBs) including stiffness, displacement and contact pressure distribution in rollers, with consideration of the effects of roller profile and axial preload [7] .
Traditional research methods are generally studied directly by classical statistical methods, but this method has some limitations and cannot fully predict the main influencing factors of the results. Based on the theory of poor information system [8] , the influencing factors of bearing vibration are analyzed by membership degree, close degree and correlation degree respectively. According to the principle of qualitative fusion [9] , the results obtained by different methods are fused, and the common solution is obtained. The factors included in this solution are the main influencing factors of bearing vibration.
Screening of Influencing Factors
Define the data sequence consisting of the bearing vibration value as X 0 , ( )
(1) and the data sequence of each influencing factor parameter as
Wherein, k is the number of data, k=1,2,…,n.
Membership Degree
The data X i is mapped to [0, 1] using mapping formulas to ensure that all data are fuzzy numbers.
Let Y i be a fuzzy subset of finite universe U, where the elements between different columns have different property properties, and the same column elements have same property properties. Y i is described as ( )
By studying the degree of compliance of
The membership function of the same attribute element is created. (11) The average membership degree reflects the degree of membership between X i and X 0 . The greater the average membership degree µ b is, the more significant the relationship between X b and X 0 is; otherwise, the less significant.
Close Degree
Let A and B be two fuzzy subsets of finite universe U, x i ( ) ( ) ( )
In the formula, n is the number of elements for sets A and B; p is a constant, generally take a positive integer. When p=2, the Minkowski distance becomes Euclidean distance.
The close degree of the two fuzzy subsets A and B in the finite universe U is defined as
In the formula, 
The close degree describes the degree of closeness between A and B. In relevance, its significance is that the closer the degree is, the more significant the relationship between A and B is; otherwise, the less significant the relationship between A and B is.
Correlation Degree
The gray correlation degree analysis is used to evaluate the correlation degree between the sequences by analyzing the similarity and distance between the geometric shapes of the data sequences.
The data sequence X 0 and X i are processed separately, and new data sequence can be obtained
Define absolute difference as
Minimum absolute difference as
Maximum absolute difference as
The correlation coefficients of the data sequences X 0 and X i are ξ ξ ξ max 0
The correlation degree of the data sequences X 0 and X i are
In the formula, ξ is the resolving coefficient, ξ∈[0,1], usually ξ ≤ 0.5; the larger ξ, the higher the resolution; the smaller ξ, the lower the resolution.
Gray correlation degree can be used to study the degree of correlation between the data. In the study, not the specific value of gray correlation degree, but concerned about the gray correlation sequence is generally paid attention to.
Qualitative Fusion
Because the system information has complex and diverse characteristics, the results of different methods may not be the same, and even can be completely contradictory, so it is very important to extract useful information from them. If all the solutions are considered as a set of H, the qualitative fusion means that under certain criteria, a subset h 0 with some consistency elements is extracted from the set H as the final solution of the system.
If the number of influencing factors that may affect the vibration of the rolling bearing is m, and the symbol set of the influencing factor X can be obtained as
If h 0 ≠Ф, the qualitative fusion has a unique solution.
In the final solution h 0 , the z influencing factors are not in order, and all of them are the main influencing factors of bearing vibration. Renumber the order, h 0 can be 
Summary
Based on the theory of poor information, this paper introduces the concept of membership degree, close degree and gray correlation degree. Combining with qualitative fusion theory, a new method is proposed to obtain the influence factors of rolling bearing vibration, which provides theoretical basis and research basis for the study of the influencing factors of rolling bearing vibration, and is of some theoretical and practical significance.
